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A space-time jump Markov process, modeling a nonlinear chemical reaction with diffusion, is compared 
with the solution of a nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation. A central limit theorem and law of large 
numbers are shown to hold in the nicest possible state spaces. 
reaction-diffusion equation * stochastic partial differential equation * density dependent birth and death 
processes * central limit theorem. 
1. Introduction 
In Arnold and Theodosopulu (1980) a stochastic model of a chemical reaction with 
diffusion was constructed. They divided the unit interval into N cells, with each 
cell representing a chemical reactor. A parameter I is proportional to the initial 
number of particles placed in each cell. Within cells particles react as density 
dependent birth and death processes (Ethier and Kurtz, 1986) with polynomial 
transition rates. Cells are coupled by allowing particles to undergo simple symmetric 
random walks between cells with jump rate proportional to N*. Cell numbers are 
divided by I to represent concentrations, and the resulting space-time Markov process 
is compared to the corresponding deterministic model, the solution to a partial 
differential equation. Kotelenez (see references) has extended the models to the 
unit hypercube and compared them as processes taking values in the Hilbert 
distribution spaces {H-,}, s0 (see Section 3). The comparison is done by proving a 
law of large numbers and central limit theorem. 
An important tool used in the work of Kotelenez is a maximal inequality for 
terms of the form A(t) =I: U( t, s) dM(s), where M is a Hilbert space valued 
martingale and U( t, s) is an evolution operator on the Hilbert space. The Doob-like 
inequality bounds sup,,,, IIA(t)ll (in probability) in terms of EIIM(T)II’. In our 
problem U is generated by a family of operators of the form B + G(t), where G is 
a time dependent bounded linear operator and B is the Laplacian or a discrete 
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version of it. In this paper we extend the technique developed in Blount (1991) to 
the case of a nonlinear reaction. Our method exploits the smoothing effect of U 
on M. 
We follow Kotelenez in comparing the stochastic model XN with (GIN, a spatially 
discretized version of the deterministic model $I. We state and prove our results for 
the one-dimensional model, but most of our results extend easily to any dimension 
(see our Final remarks). For the law of large numbers, we show 
in probability if N/l + 0 as N + 00, where 11 . Ilo is the L2([0, 11) norm. Under the 
same assumptions we show 
(NI)“‘(XN -Q”) 
converges in distribution to a generalized Omstein-Uhlenbeck process on 
D([O, co); H_,) for y 2 (Y, where LY > i. With restrictions Ii/N can be replaced by +. 
The corresponding results in Kotelenez (1988) require that the law of large 
numbers be proved in distribution norm rather than the function norm II . II,,. There, 
the central limit theorem requires cy > 5 (for dimension 1) and cannot be extended 
to dimensions larger than 3 using the Skorohod topology. Our results hold in the 
optimal state spaces, and it is shown in Kotelenez (1988) that N/Z + 0 is necessary 
for our results if the reaction polynomial satisfies a sign condition (satisfied if it 
has degree 2). 
In Blount (1991) the law of large numbers (without a rate of convergence) and 
the central limit theorem for the linear model are shown to hold assuming 1 -+cg as 
N + 00 and NZ+ co, respectively. In Blount (1992) for a linear or nonlinear reaction, 
it is proved that 
supsuplXN(t, Y)--$(1, r)l+O 
,=T r=G, 
in probability if log N/ I+ 0 as N + ~0. References to related work can be found in 
the papers of Kotelenez. 
We note here that research for this paper benefited from the ideas and techniques 
in Kotelenez (1988). 
2. The deterministic model 
For x E [w let b(x) and d(x) be polynomials with nonnegative coefficients, degree 
s m, and d(0) = 0. Let 
R(x) = b(x) -d(x) = g cixi, 
i=” 
and assume m > 2, c, < 0. Let A denote the Laplacian, and let (cI( t, r) be the solution 
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of the reaction-diffusion equation 
~~(r,r)=AJl(f,r)+R(~(f,r)), t>O, O<r<l, 
rcr(4O)=$(t,l), tao, (2.1) 
0~l+b(0;)<p<co. 
We assume p is large enough that R(x) < 0 for x 2 p. I,/I( t, I) describes the evolution 
of one reactant in a one-dimensional ‘volume’ as a function of time and space. 
Letting (cI( t) = I,+( t, .), we view $ as a function valued process. 
For ks0, let Ck([O, 11) denote the real valued continuous functions on [0, l] 
with k continuous derivatives. Letting 11. Ilm d enote the essential supremum, we take 
the norm on C”([O, 11) to be I:=,, Ilf’k’llX. A ssuming +(O)E Ck([O, l]), it is shown 
in the appendix of Kotelenez (1986b) that (2.1) has a unique mild solution $ 
satisfying 
ICI E cco, a); cm, 11)) 
and OSt,h(t,r)<p fort>OandO<r<l (2.2) 
3. The stochastic model 
Let n(t) = (n,(t), nz(t), . . . , nN( t)) denote the N-dimensional Markov process with 
nonnegative integer valued components and transition rates given by 
(3.1) 
nk+n,,-l atrate/d($-‘); 
here b and d are the polynomials used to define (2.1), 1 G ks N, and I> 0. 
We view n,(t) as the number of particles in the kth cell at time t with the cells 
arranged on a circle of circumference 1. For each N and 1 we have a different 
process n N,‘, but we suppress the superscript. We take n to be right-continuous with 
left limits and let F, denote the completion of the v-algebra generated by {n(s): s s t}. 
Let HN denote step functions on [0, 1) constant on the intervals [kN-‘, (k + 
l)N-‘), and consider them extended to periodic functions. Define 
P,.,: L,([O, I])+’ HN 
I 
(k+l)N-’ 
pNf(r) = N 
kN-’ 
f(x)dx forkNP’Sr<(k+l)N-‘. (3.2) 
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For f~ L2([0, l]), define 
(3.3) 
and 
A&r) = -V&VLf(r) = -VLV,f(r) 
=N2(P,J(r+Np’)-2P,f(r)+P,f(r-N-l)). 
Now we define the stochastic counterpart of the solution to (2.1). Let 
X(t,r)=nk(t)/l forrE[(k-l)N-‘,kN-‘). (3.4) 
Set X(t)=X(t;). Then X(t) is an HN valued {F,} Markov process, and as in 
Kotelenez (1986a) or Blount (1991) we can write 
I 
, 
X(l) =X(O) + ANX(s) ds + 
0 i 
, 
R(X(s)) ds+Z(r), (3.5) 
0 
where Z( t A 7) is an H N valued martingale for T an {F,} stopping time such that 
sup supl{,-,“,n~( t A T) C M( N, I) <co. (3.6) 
ksN ,a0 
Here we introduce the state spaces used to compare the models. For m E {0,2,4,. . .} 
let cp,,( r) = 1 and, for m 2 2, let cp,( r) = 4’!i! cos(rmr) and $,(r) = fi sin(nmr). Let 
H denote the set of trigonometric polynomials of the form 1, a,~,,, + b,,&,,, where 
the sum is finite. Set Pm = n2m2, and for a E R let H, denote the completion of H 
in the norm 
IICa,cp,+b,~,II,=(C(aZ,+b2,)(1+Pm)U)”2. (3.7) 
Note H, = L2([0, 11) and H,, c H,,, for (Y, > (Ye. If cr 2 O,f=C amp,,, + b,$,,, E H,, 
and g = C WP, + d,vL E H-, , then the pairing (J; g) = C a,~,,, + b,d, satisfies 
I(&+ IlfIlcYll~ll-a and extends the &([O, 11) inner product; thus we use it to 
denote either. Since Aq, = -p,,,(pm and A+,,, = -&&,,, A generates a contraction 
semigroup represented on any H,, by 
T( t)f= C emB,,,’ ((J; %?)%I +(J; &??)!I&). (3.8) 
Although HN c H_, for (Y 2 0, it is convenient to use a different but equivalent 
norm for H N. Assume N is an odd integer, and let m E {0,2, . . . , N - l}, r E [0, 11. 
Let (P&,,(r) = 1, and, for m 22, set qm,N(r) =ficos(?rmkN-‘) and $,,N(r)= 
fisin(TmkN-*)forkN-‘<r<(k+l)NP1.{cp,,,,, $,,N} form an orthonormal basis 
for HN as a subspace of H, and are eigenfunctions of A, with corresponding 
eigenvalues given by -Pm,N = 2N2[cos(nmNp’) - 11. For f~ HN, we have 
f=C(A (P~,N)(P~,N+(.A ~m,~)~I,,~~ (3.9) 
ForazOandfEHN define 
llfII-a,N = CC ((f, (P~,N)~+(.L +m,~)')(l +P~.N)-~)"~. 
Note that Ilf]lO,N = ]jfllo for f~ HN. 
(3.10) 
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Basic computations prove the following (for details, see 
1987): 
Lemma 3.1. Let a 20 andf~ HN. 
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Lemma 2.12 of Blount, 
(a) Thereexistc,(a)>O andc,(a)>O such that~,Ilfll~,~Ilfll~,,N~~~l1fll~,. 
(b) There exist c, > 0, c2 > 0 with c,m2 < &,,N < c2m2 for m > 0. 
(c) &,N((.6 %r~,N)~+(f, h,d2) = &n((L %>‘+(f, $%,I>~). 0 
Note 
(HN, II * 
that TN(f) = exp(ANt) is a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on 
1) _N) satisfying 
Using variation of constants, we can write (3.5) as 
I 
f 
x(t)= TN(t)x(o)+ T,(t-s)R(X(s)) ds+ Y(t), 
0
where t 
Y(r) = TN(t-s) dZ(s). 
4. A spatially discretized deterministic model 
Rather than compare XN and $ directly, we follow Kotelenez in 
with the H N valued solution of the ordinary differential equation: 
$“(t,O)=ICIN(f, 1) fortZ0, 
(LN (O, r, = pN$(09 r). 
Set +N(t)=~N(t,.). In the appendix of 
has a solution satisfying 
OG$N(t)<p for t30, 
and that $(O) E C3([0, 11) implies 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
comparing X N 
(4.1) 
Kotelenez (1986b) it is shown that (4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Using variation of constants we can write 
I 
I 
(Cl”(t)= TN(t)$N(o)+ TN(t-s)R($N(.s)) ds. (4.4) 
0 
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Let R’(x) denote the derivative of R(x). Then, acting by multiplication, R’(I,!J( t)) 
and R’( ICrN( t)) define bounded linear operators on H,,. Under the assumption 
G(O) E C“([O, 11) it was shown in the appendix of Kotelenez (1986b) that the family 
of operators {A + R’(+(t))} generates an evolution system u(t, s) on H,, for cr E 
[-k, k] satisfying 
IIWIL(r))flI~ s C~l]fll<r, II u(r, slfllcf s IlflL ev(G(t --s)L (4.5) 
for 0~ s < t s T (see Pazy, 1983, for basic facts on evolution systems). However, in 
Remark 2.1 of Kotelenez (1988) it is left as an open question to prove, under 
nontrivial assumptions, that a similar result holds for UN (t, s), the evolution system 
on (HN, II . II -,I g enerated by {AN + R’(GN( t))}, with C, not dependent on N. The 
following lemma shows that the assumption on $(O) and resulting smoothness in 
4 is inherited in a suitable sense by (GIN, allowing the desired result to be proved 
with no additional assumptions. The result is needed for proving the central limit 
theorem in the optimal state spaces. 
Lemma 4.1. Assume @l(O) E C’([O, 11) for k 3 1. Then thefollowing hold: 
(a) SUP,~ T II(V~)L+N(t)lla~ C(T). 
(b) Fora~[O,k] andfEHN, 
su~llR’(~“(t))fll~..s C(T)llfll-m. 
(c) ForOss<tsT,aEIO,k],andfEHN, 
IIU”(t, s)fII-crc IlfIL exp(CT(t-s)). 
Proof. TN(t) = emzN” exp[(A,+2N*l)t],A,l=O, and (A,+2N’Z)faO iffs0; 
by linearity, TN is a positive contraction semigroup on (H N, II . II,). This, together 
with (3.11) and basic trigonometry, shows that for f~ H N, 
T~(tIf(r)= ‘_f(x+r)&(t, X) dx, 
I 0 
where GN(t;)EHN,GN(t;)~O,and~~GN(t,x)dx=1.Thisshowsthat 
IlviNTN(~)fllm~ IlVJLflL. (4.6) 
Since cLN(0) = PN$(0), I/J(O) E C’([O, 11) implies ](V’_,ICI~(O)I],~ ]]+l’“(0)llu- by the 
mean value theorem. Since R(x) has constant coefficients, (4.2), (4.4), and (4.6), 
imply 
IlV”,$“(r)llW~ C-t C, 
I 
’ IIV”,IcI”(~)llm ds, 
0 
with C, C, finite; and, for k = 1, (a) follows from Gronwall’s inequality. Induction 
proves (a) for k > 1. 
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For a 20 define (HN, 11. IIa,~) by llflli,, =c ((f; Pm,d2+(J; 1cIm,N)2)(1+Pw)L~~ 
For f; gE ffN, i(J; 8)/s lb-~~-m,~~/gllu,~; so (HN, 11. IIu,N) is the natural dual of 
(HN, II . II -<xr,~). Basic computations show that 
((V’;)“f (Pm,~)2+((V+N)kIZ $m,~)2=((f; (prn,~)‘+(f; (Lm,~)*)(P~,~)'~ (4.7) 
Since the right-hand side of the equality is increasing in k for m > 0 and 1) . llO,N = II . j/o 
on HN, 
Il(V’N)‘flli~ Il(ViN)“flli’ for 1 s.js k. (4.8) 
BY (4.7), 
c,,llfIl:,N s llflli+ Il(~‘-,)“fllS~ wll:.N~ (4.9) 
for cO, c, > 0. If A g E H N, then by (4.8) and (4.9), 
llgfll’k,N 4 G’(llgfll~+ Il(v’;)“(gf)ll3 
s c,‘(k+ 1) ,,~~~,ll(“‘Y)‘gll4.fll~+ Il(V”N)“flli) 
~c~‘(k+l),,SSp,lI(v~)‘gl~~c,llfII~,N, 
where the second inequality follows from ‘Leibnitz’s rule’ and (4.8). By part (a), 
(4.2) and this last result, 
s.~~llR'(~N(t),flli,,~C(T)llflI,N. (4.10) 
But (R’( 4 N (t))A g) = (f, R’( $,” (l)g) for f; g E H N, which, by duality, implies that 
(4.10) holds with -k in place of k. By Lemma 3.1(a) this proves (b) for cx = k. By 
(4.2) it holds for a = 0. It then holds for LY E [0, k] by interpolation (Theorem 5.1 
of Lions and Magenes, 1972). 
Consider U,( t, s). For s c t, UN satisfies 
u,(t,S)=I+ ‘(AN+R’(~N(y)))UN(~,S)d~, J c 
and, by variation of constants, 
J 
I 
u,(t,s)= &(t-S)+ TN(t-~L)R'(~N(~U))uN(~, s) dp. (4.11) 
c
TN and P,y are self-adjoint on Ho. Also, basic computations show P,+p,,,, PN$,,, are 
eigenvectors of TN for any m. Since eigenvalues of A, are nonpositive, we have, 
forfEHN and e, = p,,, or I+&,, 
(T~(tl.Le,)'=(f; TN(t)PNem)2d(~em)2. 
This shows IITN(c)~I~-~ G IIf Ilma on HN. The last inequality, (b), (4.11), and 
Gronwall’s inequality imply (c). 0 
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Lemma 4.2. For k 2 3 assume $(O) E C”([O, 11). Then the following hold: 
forf s {cp,, ICI,, (Pm,N, +L,N) with m.fkd. 
(c) If (Y E [0, k] and A = H-, is compact, then 
SUP SUP II(u,(t,S)--(f,S))fII-,,~O asN+co. 
“c-\%,a7 AnHN 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from a standard Trotter-Kato type argument and (4.3). 
By compactness, 
By (b) and (c) of Lemma 3.1, this implies that 
lim SUP C ((f, (~m,~)'+(f, ~I,,,N)')(~+P~,N)~~=O, 
n-a’ A,-,H' ,,,:a,, 
uniformly in N. This, with (3.9), Lemma 3.1(a), (4.5), and Lemma 4.1(c), shows 
that (c) follows from (a) applied to f = (P~,~ or q!~~,~. 0 
5. Law of large numbers 
In this section we prove the following result: 
Theorem 5.1. Assume that 
(9 (cr(O) E CWO, 11). 
(ii) N+oo. 
(iii) N/l+0 and N3/1+a. 
(iv) (N/)“41~XN(0)-rC,(O)~~o+0 in probability as N+a. 
Then s~p,,~(N1)“~~~X~(t)-~(t)~\~inprobability. 
We give the proof after some preliminary results and discussion. Note that by 
(4.3) it suffices to prove the theorem with q!~~ in place of $. 
Let 
r=inf{t: (NI)“411XN(t)-cC,N(t)l10>1}, 
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and note r is a stopping time satisfying (3.6). If 6 E (0, 11, then 
P sup(NI)“411XN(t)-~IN(t)ll”>S 
[ 1-G-T I 
s P sup(Nz)“411XN(tA r)-$P(fA r)llo~S ) 
[ IST 1 
so it suffices to consider X”(. A 7) - I,!J”( * A s-1. For f~ HN, Ilfllccs ~“~llfll~. By 
definition of the transitions for XN, 11X”(t)-XN(f-)IIO~(2NZ2)-“*. Thus, for all 
large I (assumption (iii)) and T- > 0, 
IlxN(t~+~N(f~r)ll, 
By (4.2) we may assume without loss of generality that 
I{r>“lllXN(tA r)llS~P+I. 
From (3.12), (3.13), and (4.4) we have 
/X”(t A r) - $“(t A r)llo 
(5.1) 
~((XN(0)-~N(O)~~O+~ 
I 
,: llx"(sA,)--(CrN(SA~)(IOds 
+ II Y”(t A 7)ll”, (5.2) 
where c depends on p and the coefficients of R(x). 
By (5.2), Gronwall’s inequality, and our previous discussion, Theorem 5.1 will 
follow if we can show s~p,,.(NZ)“~ll YN(f~~)llO-+O in probability under the 
assumptions of the theorem. To prove this, we utilize estimates from Blount (1991). 
Lemma 5.1. (a) (Y"(tr, T), qm,N)'+(YN(t~ T), (Lm,N)2s B:(t), where Bi is a sub- 
martingale with E( Bz( T)) s C( T)( WI+ l)( NI))’ and C(T) independent of m. 
(b) If q E (0, 11, then 
p 
[ 
SUP c (( y”(t A 71, %,N)*+( yN(tA T), ~m,N>2)> q(log NJ2N-’ 
rsT R, 1 
G C( T)N2(log N)(qcp-‘I)y”gN, 
where& isasetof indicescontained in {m: i(log N)‘~m<(i+l)(log N)*}forial 
and C(T), c do not depend on i or q. 
Proof. Let IRl(x)= b(x)+d(x). In the case of a linear reaction (a) and (b) were 
proved in Lemma 3.15 and Lemma 3.21(b) respectively of Blount (1991). However, 
the proof only required that 117,01(1 (RI(XN(f A T)~[,,G C(T) <CO, which holds by 
(5.1). q 
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let { 0,2, . . . , N - l} = IJfl(’ B, where m <(log N)’ for m E B, 
and B, is as in Lemma 5.1(b) for i 2 1. We have 
P 
[ 
sup(N1)“‘1( Y”(t A T)IIi> 6’ 
,s-T 1 
supC((YN(fA7),(p,,N)2+(YN(tA7),(lr,,N)2)>82/(2(Nz)“Z) 
rsr B,, 1 
1 62/(2M(N1)“2) 1 
s C(T)[(log N)4/(62(N1)“2)+N3(log N)-‘(G2cp~‘(l/N)“2)-‘““N], 
where we have applied Lemma 5.1(a) to the sum over B,, and Lemma 5.1(b) to each 
of the sums over B,. Since 11 N +CO as N + ~0, this proves ~up,,&Nf)“~]] Y”( t A 
T)II”+ 0 in probability, and Theorem 5.1 follows by our previous discussion. 0 
6. The central limit theorem 
If +(O) E C’([O, l]), then as discussed in Kotelenez (1988) there is a unique (in - - 
distribution) Gaussian martingale M defined on some probability space (0, F, F,, P) 
such that for any p > $, ME C([O, CO); HP,) a.s. and M has the characteristic 
functional 
E exp(i(M(t), cp)) = exp - 
(1 
’ ((rL(s), (d)‘)-%iR((rlr(s)L cp’)) ds 
0 > 
for each cp E Hp. (Recall IR](x) = b(x)+d(x).) 
Let a >$ and let V, be H-, valued and F0 measurable with EII V,ll?u COO. For 
k 2 max(o, 1) and $(O) E Ck([O, l]), it is shown in Kotelenez (1988) that the stochas- 
tic partial differential equation 
dV(t)=(A+R’(~(t)))V(t)dr+dM(t), V(O)= V,, (6.1) 
has a unique mild solution VE C([O, CO); H-,) a.s. and given by 
I 
I 
V(t)= r-J(t,O)V,,+ U(t, s) dM(s). (6.2) 
0 
In this section we prove: 
Theorem 6.1. Fix LY > t and assume 
(i) N/l+0 as N+co. 
(ii) (NZ)“4~]XN(0)-+N(0)~~0+0 in probability. 
(iii) (NI)“2(XN(0)-$N(O))+ V, in distribution on H-,. 
(iv) $(O) E Ck([O, 11) for k 2 max(4, cy). 
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The the following hold: 
(a) For yea and any sequence IN satisfying (i)-(iii), (Nl)“‘(XN -I&“)+ V in 
distribution on D([O, 00); H_?) with the Skorohod topology. 
(b) For a particular sequence IN satisfying (i)-(iii), (a) holds with I,!J in place of $JN. 
We give the proof after some preliminary results. For the remainder of this section, 
we assume (i)-(iv) are in effect. 
Following Kotelenez, we use (3..5), (4.1), and variation of constants to write 
f 
= u,(t,0)(Nl)“2(XN(0)-~N(O))+(Nl)“2 UNcf, S) dZN(s) 
J 
I 
+(Nl)“* uN(t, s)R(XN(s), ~N(s))(XN(s)--N(s))2ds, (6.3) 
0 
where 
R(x,y)=F c, 
i-l 
C jx’-‘~lyl~’ , 
,=2 j=l > 
and {ci}m are coefficients of R(x). 
(i), (ii), and the proof of Theorem 5.1 show that 
(6.4) 
in probability. 
Lemma 6.1. sup,,~(Nl)“*II ji uN(t, s)R(XN(s), ~+G”(s))(x”(s)-$l”(s))* dsj(i+O 
in probability. 
Proof. If f( t) = I;, UN (t, s)g(s) ds, then by variation of constants 
f(t)= I’ J 
, 7-tv(t-s)R’($“(s)lf(s) ds+ T,(t-s)g s) ds. 
” 0
Taking norms and applying Gronwall’s inequality shows that it suffices to prove 
the claim with TN (t - s) in place of UN (t, s). 
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Let f~(f)=(N1)“~1; TN(~-s)I?(X~(S),$~(S))(X~(S)-$~(S))~~S. Consider 
(f~(t),(Pm,~)~=Nl 'exp(-Pm.N(~-s)) 
(i 0 
) 
2 
~kh~,N~(~~b), clrN(S)),(XN(S)--(lrN(S))2)ds 
s (2rupllRtxN(r),~"(r))~,) 
5ST 
.(~~~(Nl)lix"(ri-e"(s)ll~) 
-(I 
, 
exp(-&N(r-s))ds . 
0 ) 
2 
The same holds for (f,(f), $‘,,N)‘. By (4.2) and (6.5) the first factor on the right of 
the inequality is bounded in probability. The result then follows by (6.4), Lemma 
3.1(b), and the sentence after (3.10). 0 
Using (4.2), (4.3), and (6.5), the following result holds exactly as in the linear 
case in Blount (1991). 
Lemma 6.2. For any P>$,(NI)“2(XN(0)-(CIN(O),ZN)+(V0, M) in distribution 
on H_, x D([O, 00); H-p). 0 
Lemma 6.3. ( NZ)“2(XN - $“) + V in distribution on D([O, 00); H_,). 
Proof. For f~ H N and g E H-, , let 
and 
Let 
P;,N = I - Ph N and Pi= I-P,. 
The map Qk : H_, x D([O, a), H-p) + D([O, CO), H_,) defined by @k(L g)(t) = 
u(f, OV+j: u(r, s) d(P,g)( 1 s is continuous (Kotelenez, 1982); and we can write 
(6.3) as 
=~,((NZ)“2(XN(O)-(CIN(O)),(N~)“2zN)+FN+E~,N+~k,N, (6.6) 
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where 
E~(f)=(U~(fro)- U(t,0))(~~)“2(XN(0)-~N(O)) 
j 
, 
+(Nz)“* uN(t, s)R(XN(s), cLN(s))(XN(~)-ICIN(~))*ds, 
0 
I 
&k,N(t)=(Nz)“2 uN(f, S) dP;NZN(s), 
and 
I 
f 
sk,N( t) = (NZ) “2 UN(f, S) d(P,,N-PdZN(S) 
0 
I 
I 
+(Nz)“* ( uNtt, S) - u(t, 3)) dPJN(s). 
0 
By relative compactness of the distribution of ( NZ)“2(XN(0) - 4N(0)), Lemma 
4.2(c), and Lemma 6.1, sup,crI/PN(t)ll-n +O in probability. 
By relative compactness of the distribution of (NZ) “‘ZN, Lemma 4.2(b), integra- 
tion by parts and basic calculations, 
sup(i6k,N(t)il~,+o in probability for fixed k. 
Using variation of constants, 
f 
E&N(t) = TN(t-S)R’($N(S))Ek,N(d ds 
+ (Au) “2 TN(t-S) dP:,,ZN(s). (6.7) 
Using the stochastic boundedness of sup,,,(JXN( t)llm, it follows as in the linear 
case (Lemma 4.12(b) of Blount, 1991) that for any S > 0, 
TN(t-s) dPtNZN(s) 
for k> k,(6) uniformly in Nz N,(6). By (6.7), Lemma 4.1(b), and Gronwall’s 
inequality, the same holds for )(Ek,N(t)JI in. 
We can write (6.1) as 
(6.8) 
where 
I 
I 
&k(t) = U(t, s) dP;M(s) 
0 
I t 
= T(t-s)R’($(s))Ek(s) ds+ T( t -s) dP; M(s). (6.9) 
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As in Blount (1991) or Kotelenez (1986a), 
T(r-s) dP:M(s) 
as. and the same holds for /E~( t)ll ~(I by (6.9), (4.5) and Gronwall’s inequality. 
~k((NI)“2(XN(0)-rC,N(O)), (NI)‘/‘ZN)* @k(V”, M) 
in distribution by the continuous mapping theorem and Lemma 6.2. The proof is 
completed by using (6.6), (6.8), the previous discussion, and applying the Prohorov 
metric as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 of Kotelenez (1986a). 0 
Lemma 6.4. There is a sequence I’ = I( N, a) such that N/l + 0 as N + CO and 
supr-r(N~)“‘IIcC,N(r)-rl,(t)ll~,,~O. 
Proof. By Lemma A.9 of Kotelenez (1986b), Il$l”(t)-PN$(t)ll?UG 
N-4C( T) C (1 +p,,,),. 
Recall 1- PN is self adjoint and idempotent on H, and we are assuming IJ E 
C([O, co); C”([O, 11)) for k 2 4. Thus 
s ,,_;,;? ((I - PN)tbtt), (I - pN~%)‘+((l - PN)$(f), tz - pN)hn)’ 
+,,:_;,,2 [((I - PN)$(t)v %t)2+((z - PN)+L(c), hn)21m~2m 
> 
N-5/2+ N-’ C m-2” . 
m;. N’/Z > 
a>+ implies supISZr II$N(f)-+(t)ll_ ,,sC(T)N-‘C(LY, N), where C(a, N)+O. 
Now set I= NC’(a, N). 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. This follows from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4, and the fact that 
II+-YGll.I+~r for yZ=a. 0 
Final remarks 
The estimates needed to prove Theorem 6.1(a) can be easily extended to the case 
where the models are defined on the n-dimensional hypercube. One must then take 
(Y > in in the assumptions. In Kotelenez (1988) convergence of ( NI)“*(XN - $J~) 
on D([O, CO); H_,) was proved for n G 3. This restriction was imposed by the bounds 
obtained for (NI)“211$N(t)-(Cl(t)lj_y. H owever, by proving Lemma 4.1 we avoided 
the need to compare tiCIN and $ in distribution norm for the proof of Theorem 
6.1(a). We don’t know whether Theorem 6.1(b) can be extended to higher 
dimensions. 
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Since M has independent increments, V,, and M are independent. Thus, 
(NI) “2(XN - I/J”) and ( NI)“‘ZN are asymptotically independent by Lemma 6.3. 
In Kotelenez (1988, assumptions (4.7)) a version of this was assumed. 
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